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Purpose and Agenda

PURPOSE:  

To provide Perspectives and Points of View on the rapidly 
emerging ‘field’ of Integrated Systems Engineering

11:00 Kick-off the Webinar
Contextual Framework for thinking about Integrated 
Systems Engineering
Ben and Tiffany Perspectives and Points of View on Integ Sys Eng.
Scott facilitate dialogue on the proposed Technical Interest Group in 
IISE focused on Integrated Systems Engineering (with survey of 
interest)

11:55 Close out and Adjourn



ISE’s Create Value by Integrating People,

Strategy, Process and Technology The Integration of People, 

Strategy, Process and Technology 

is rapidly evolving to become the 

New Industrial Engineering.
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ISE’s are well suited (trained) to 

help manage this dynamic and 

often complex integration of total 

system components.



Seminal Article that shared a vision for the direction that ISE has been 

moving.  



The focus today 
is on the 
Definition of 
Integration 
Systems 
Engineering but 
more specifically 
on how ISE’s can 
and are 
contributing to 
this rapidly 
evolving field of 
study and 
practice.

Our Performance Excellence Global Webinar Series has been zooming in on 
various Integrated Systems Engineering focused topics…



The New Industrial and Systems Engineering spans the full 

spectrum of Business Process Management Endeavors



Just Interesting or the emerging reality?



What is Integrated Systems Engineering?





We are working with 

IISE to explore ways 

to effectively ensure 

that IISE and ISE are 

represented and 

engaged in this 

evolving and 

dynamic Integrated 

Systems Engineering 

Process.



IISE has a great BOK document and a Governing 

Committee committed to promulgating this and 

evolving it (it points to SEBoK in element 14)

Management 

Systems 

Engineering



https://www.sebokwiki.org/wiki/Guide_to_the_Syste

ms_Engineering_Body_of_Knowledge_(SEBoK)

https://www.sebokwiki.org/wiki/Guide_to_the_Systems_Engineering_Body_of_Knowledge_(SEBoK)


The V-model and Model Based Systems Engineering 

are the foundation for ISE Design and Development
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PURPOSE:  

To provide Perspectives and Points of View on the rapidly 
emerging ‘field’ of Integrated Systems Engineering

11:00 Kick-off the Webinar

Contextual Framework for thinking about Integrated Systems Engineering

Ben and Tiffany Perspectives and Points of View on 
Integ Sys Eng.
Scott facilitate dialogue on the proposed Technical Interest Group
in IISE focused on Integrated Systems Engineering (with survey of 
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Tiffany Sargent and Ben Amaba (Intel, 

IBM, CISE)

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiffanysargent/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/benamaba/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiffanysargent/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benamaba/


Industrial and Systems Engineering strategy, people, process and platform are converging 

and improving due to professional responsibility and accountability.

Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/

Institute and Council of 

Systems Engineers



The industrial and systems engineering process adapts to the context of the 

challenge.

Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/



Define Needs and Objectives:

• Mission metrics

• Design Performance Metrics

• Design Quality Metrics

• Costs

• Customer requirements

Early concept 

collaboration

Prototypes, Digital Twin

Multiple Solution Options

• Mission Effectiveness

• Design Performance and 

Quality

• Design and Manufacturing 

Costs

• Option Trade-offs

The Digital Twin in Industry 4.0 is becoming the goal.

Concept tradeoff 

parameters
Optimized studies

Predictive Multirun Simulation Environment 

Mission CostPerformance Structure Cum Freq Diagram

Trade-off requests:

• Design space exploration

• Trying existing designs in new 

scenarios

• Sensitivity to change

• Market research – anticipating future 

demands 

• Cost as an independent variable

Modeling

Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/
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Industrial, Systems, and Software engineering applied to new 

technologies such as Automation, Data Analytics, Robotics, Artificial 

Intelligence, Digital Twin, Industry 4.0,…, is critical.

▪ Anyone can write software that can appear in or 

interact with critical systems

• what does “software professional” mean

• what are society’s expectations for those 

individuals?

▪ Mills noted that “the effective practice of 

software engineering must be based on its 

technical foundations just as any other 

engineering activity, in combining real world 

needs and technical possibilities into practical 

designs and systems.” (1980)

▪ Standardized testing, vetting of experience, and 

refreshment and revalidation of knowledge and 

skills required for PE licensure and certain 

certifications are essential

Phil Laplante "A Brief History of Software Professionalism and the Way Forward." Computer 53.09 (2020): 97-100.

Physical, Mathematical, and Social 

Sciences are part of the system

Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/



Stephen Laaper Asi Klein, August 2021

The Industrial Engineer’s Future

Industrial Engineers will increasingly use digital twins and other cyber-

physical systems, in addition to other methods of automation, to create 

greater connectivity between manufacturing processes and optimize shop 

floor operations. They will focus on optimizing human-machine 

interactions and become the bridge between OT and their IT colleagues.

New skills needed include intellectual curiosity to stay current on 

technology and manufacturing trends; an appetite for risk, innovation, and 

experimentation; greater technical acumen and an understanding of how 

to collaborate with agile/DevOps IT teams to experiment and test new 

technology optimizations on the shop floor. Industrial engineers will also 

need skills in the areas of design for manufacturability, data science, 

python, R and other programing languages, and the implementation of 

technologies including co-bots, IoT sensors, digital twins and 

wearables.

Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/



Routing and load optimization for inbound 

logistics in automotive.

21

Planning delivering of auto parts 
from suppliers to assembly plants 
just-in-time

Used monthly to build 
daily transportation plan

• COST REDUCTION: 10%-15%

• FROM ONE WEEK TO A FEW 
MINUTES TO BUILD A PLAN

• 10% REDUCITON IN CO2 
EMISSIONS

5 Assembly Plants     
300 Suppliers Plants
500 trucks per day
50 000 pallets per day

1. Maximize loading (3D loading)
2. Minimize transportation costs
3. Ensure load balancing

Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/



Questio

ns?

• Prediction of status of the supply chain over a horizon 

(weeks, months, years)

• Insight in health and risks.

• What-if analysis given strategic decisions and 

assumptions

• Core KPIs: fulfillment, backlog, inventory, 

transportation, and utilization

How Abbott and IBM Designed More Resilient Supply Chains

Dr. Ulf Suerig & Dr. Victor Terpstra

Main Features

• What-if analysis

• Scenario management

• Uses a combination between simulation and 

optimization

• Allows for incomplete and even infeasible 

plans

• e.g., only production bottleneck

• Gradually allow engine to add decision making

• Use plan as lower-bound

• Remove parts of plan

Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/



▪ Business Challenge
▪ ABB aims to leverage their Pipe Specification historic data to 

apply advanced analytics to not only preserve and maintain, but 

also expand and share the knowledge of its retiring sales 

engineers. The challenge was to create an end-to-end process 

that could 1) unlock their data from inadequate data formatting, 2) 

use Machine learning for analytics and 3) use the output to make 

real impact on their business processes, all in one platform.

Solution
The Data Science and AI Elite team provided an end-to-end pipeline on 
IBM Cloud Pak for Data. Starting with a data engineering pipeline that 
demonstrates how to unlock their data and store it in a consumable 
format in IBM Db2. They offered insights on advanced analytical 
techniques like association mining and unsupervised machine learning 
using IBM Watson Studio to uncover hidden patterns. By encapsulating 
the results in a prototype Web Application, the client was able to 
envision the possible development of an internal application that could 
be used by its sales engineers.

Outcome
⎻ Reduced complexity and provided 

transparent data infrastructure 
⎻ Data-driven approach reduced additional 

costs and resources to train new sales 
engineers

⎻ Potential time reduction for the creation 
of Pipe Specification from months to days

⎻ Allowed company to run advanced 
analytics on historic Pipe Specification 
data for the first time

Solution Components

⎻ IBM Cloud Pak for Data
⎻ IBM Watson Studio
⎻ IBM Db2

How IBM’s Data 
Science Elite 
team helped ABB 
develop an end-
to-end pipeline 
with Cloud Pak for 
Data

Industry: Industrial
Geography: Europe



▪ Business Challenge
▪ Predicting drilling operation failure is a complex task. Even 

though huge volume of data is generated in the drilling 

operation, those data are typically of different types, formats 

and structures. There have been enormous focus and 

investments on predicting patterns that could help avoid 

failures such as stuck pipe, pack off etc. but a true solution 

remained elusive for a long time.

▪

Solution
The IBM Services, IBM Data Science and AI Elite team partnered 
with Malomatia to  develop an AI based predictive drilling analytics 
solution that successfully helps operators predict failure and 
reduce non-productive time (NPT). IBM’s Chemicals and Petroleum 
practice developed this robust AI algorithm with the help of IBM 
Research, Asset Management Centre of Excellence and IBM 
Denmark Software lab.

Outcome
⎻ Reduced complexity and provide reuse of 

our predictive drilling analytics models 
which could be more than 70% reusable 
from our model library.

⎻ Data-driven approach reduced additional 
costs and resources to train QG people 
with IBM Artificial Intelligence solutions

⎻ Explore possibilities of building a Watson 
Advisor to assist drillers and drilling 
engineers to take appropriate actions 
when a ‘risk’ has been identified by the 
solution.

Solution Components

⎻ IBM Cloud Pak for Data
⎻ IBM Watson Studio
⎻ IBM Machine Learning
⎻ IBM SPSS modeler
⎻ IBM Db2

How IBM, 
Malolmatia, and 
Qatar Gas use 
Advanced 
Analytics for  
Predicting a Stuck 
Pipe in operations 
with Cloud Pak for 
Data

Industry: Industrial
Geography: Europe



Jimmy Hewitt  | Account Executive | Salient 

Process Inc.

jhewitt@salientprocess.com | 757.272.7472

Contact Jimmy for a no-obligation consultation 

https://calendly.com/jimmyfromsalientprocess/25min

Automation, Analytics, and AI/ML is influencing and changing the world. 

Automation Nirvana = RPA+ Workflow + Decision + Capture+ Content





Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/

Industrial Engineering



Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/

Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Software Engineering



Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/

Integrated Systems Engineering 
Interdisciplinary Orchestrator



Integrated Systems Engineering 
Interdisciplinary Orchestrator

Smart 
Scanners

Real Time
Analysis Data

Product & 
Location 
Barcodes

Batch

Real-time

Historian

Analytics

On Site

Off Site

3rd Party

Interactive 
Screens

• Data interoperability models
• Rule Based Processing
• Transaction Collection
• Logic Models
• Mathematical Models 
• Security & Access Models
• Distributed Computation

• Real Time Event 
Triggers- Rules and 
Numeric Based 

• Rules contain both Static 
and Dynamic Data

file://///upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/UPC-A-036000291452.png


Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/

It takes a Village and an Ecosystem: No should go it alone



Join our working group at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12587064/

Integrated Systems Thinking:
I think about not only designing the optimal System, 

but optimally getting there.

Quality

Scope
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PURPOSE:  

To provide Perspectives and Points of View on the rapidly 
emerging ‘field’ of Integrated Systems Engineering

11:00 Kick-off the Webinar
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Ben and Tiffany Perspectives and Points of View on Integ Sys Eng.

Scott facilitate dialogue on the proposed Technical 
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Questions for Tiffany and Ben (want to be 

here on or before 11:40?)

▪ What’s your intent with this new Initiative in IISE? (from a Volunteer perspective)

▪ Why do you think this is important for our Profession and Professional Society?

▪ What are implications for Academic Departments, from an Industry Perspective?

▪ What are the opportunities for Industry and collaboration to accelerate learning and 

adoption?

▪ How would more partnering, integration between INCOSE and IISE play out in your 

views?

▪ What can members and customers of IISE do to get more involved in our Integrated 

Systems Engineering initiative?



Customer and Member Satisfaction and  
Feedback Survey

Integrated Systems Engineering:
Perspectives and Points of View

You can download the deck (handouts)

You will receive an e-mail tomorrow with certificate and link 

to recording.  You can go to this IISE link soon and get deck 

and recording.  https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46729

https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46729


Thank You!

Please consider joining 
our remaining 
Professional 
Development Webinars 
the rest of the year and 
also our brand new IISE 
Op Analytics 
Certification Program

Contact us for More Info:

Scott Sink:

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/dscottsink/

• ssink@jumpcurves.com

Tiffany Sargent:

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiffanysargent/

Ben Amaba:

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/benamaba/

James Swisher (IISE for Op Analytics Certification 
program)

• jswisher@iise.org

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/jamesrswisher/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dscottsink/
mailto:ssink@jumpcurves.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiffanysargent/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benamaba/
mailto:jswisher@iise.org
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jamesrswisher/


https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5406097880974145547

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5406097880974145547


https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8822522401836669455

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8822522401836669455


Where to find our digital 

library of past Webinars 

https://www.iise.org/det

ails.aspx?id=46729&

Over 50 recorded Webinars on 
a wide spectrum of 
Performance Excellence Topics 
are available to members of 
IISE by clicking on this link.

Please contact 
jswisher@iise.org if you have 
any difficulty locating a 
particular webinar.

https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46729&
mailto:jswisher@iise.org


Just Ahead…..
11 Nov 11-12 pm ET

Lean Transformations:  Big Guys vs Little 

Guys

We’ll have Boeing, Sutphen and Debbie Knightingale

sharing Lean Transformation learnings, tips, lessons from 

large organizations and Small and Medium Sized.  

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5406

097880974145547

November: 
• IISE Annual Conference Seattle-

Performance Excellence Track Sneak 

Preview

December: 

• Integrated LeanSigma Program Design, 

Development, Implementation

• Operational Analytics Deployment 

Strategies and Case Example

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5406097880974145547


An Operational Analytics Certification 

will significantly enhance your 

foundational training

Overview

Organizations are swimming in data, colloquially they are data rich and 
information poor.  

Migrating from Data to Information to Insights and Understanding to 
Decisions/Actions and ultimately to Business Benefits Realization is the end 
game.  

Organizations are losing at this game today because they don’t have the 
right knowledge and skill sets to execute the right strategies to harness the 
power coming from More Data and the ability to move it faster.  

Professionals, perhaps most importantly, students in ISE, that become 
proficient at Operational Analytics will have unprecedented career 
opportunities.  

This program is focused on building your knowledge and skills in a tiered 
fashion—Understanding to Principles, Methods, Tools to Application Skill 
Development as the foundation.  This comes from this initial blended 
training program.  

Sitting on top of that base, we’ll support your migration to higher levels of 
Mastery (Analysis, Solution Creation, System Design and Development, 
Deployment) with the Certification portion of this program.

Advanced Mastery Level 
(Advanced Certification)

Reduction to Practice 
Skills (Certification)

Foundational Principles, 
Methods, Tools 

(Certificate)

Investment Requirement
Certificate:
~ 3-6 mos. Elapsed time
~ 220 hours (e.g. equivalent to 1, 3 credit hour U/G 
level class
$450 for ISE Students (must be members of IISE)
$575 for Professional IISE members, $725 for 
professional, non IISE members

Certification:
$250 for Student IISE members
$950 for Professional IISE Members, $1250 for Professional 
Non-Members of IISE



Who was this designed for

We had several target audiences in mind 
when we designed and developed this 
course:

1. Industrial and Systems Engineering 
Undergrads (Seniors) and Grads who want 
to augment their BSISE degrees;

2. Young Professionals who want to expand 
Career possibilities, strengthen Resumes, 
Linkedin Profiles and have a strong appetite 
for Analytics;

3. Business Intelligence Professionals who 
sense that there is more to Analytics than 
just creating lots of Power BI Reports and 
realize the real Leaders and Managers are 
overwhelmed with Data and frustrated that 
they can’t get IT to support them, as 
customers, better.  

Our Faculty Member, Ben Amaba, likes this 
slide!!



Course Modules and 

Learning Objectives
We have 10 Core Modules in the Course:

1. Course Overview and Guidance

2. Operational Analytics Perspectives and Points of View 
from Thought Leaders

3. Operational Analytics:  The Data Management Role

4. Operational Analytics:  The Analyst Role

5. Operational Analytics:  The Data Scientist Role

6. Operational Analytics:  Business Process Improvement 
and Integrated LeanSigma Role 

7. Visible Measurement Systems, how to deploy to 
support Study-Adjust

8. Operational Analytics:  The Management Systems 
Engineer Role

9. Operational Analytics:  Case Studies

10. Operational Analytics Final Exam

Learning Objectives

• Understand the Fundamentals of Operational Analytics through 
the Voice of Thought Leaders in this field

• Understand and Practice with the Data Management Role—how 
to get data, store it, organize it, cleanse it, integrate it….

• Understand and Practice with the Data Analyst Role—how to 
understand the voice of the ‘customer’, how to understand the 
fundamental questions that need answered, how to convert data 
to usable information

• Understand Data Sciences—advanced data capture, data 
management, data analytics by building intelligence and learning 
into our ‘machines’

• Understand and Practice with the application of Op Analytics to 
Business Process Improvement and Integrated LeanSigma

• Understand and practice how to bring all this together in the 
form of Engineered Management Systems and to integrate in 
Visible Measurement Systems and effective Study-Adjust 
processes.



Program Highlights

Recently pre-recorded webinar 
recordings in 60 minute digestible 
chunks provided by thought 
leaders and faculty in our 
program.  On-Demand.

Best-in-class Case Studies

• Op Analytics embedded in 
Process Improvement Projects 
(6 practical, industry diverse 
tollgate decks to help you 
internalize how this works)

• Data Sets from real world 
projects to aid you in 
developing reduce to practice 
skills

The LearnUpon LMS is intuitive 
and easy to use and has a way for 
us to Track your Practice work 
and interact as appropriate.

Virtual Coaching Sessions by 
Module provided by Faculty

Community Q&A/Chat Boards.

Live, synchronous training 
sessions monthly.



Competency Development 

Model

Take the course, pass the exam

Advanced Mastery Level 
(Advanced Certification)

Reduction to Practice 
Skills (Certification)

Foundational Principles, 
Methods, Tools 

(Certificate)

Successfully Complete an OA Project 
(prove you can reduce to practice)

Complete the Mastery Level Program (In Development) 
Proof of breadth and depth



Special Offer to Webinar 

Participants today…

https://www.iise.org/TrainingCenter/C
ourseDetail/?EventCode=OAO

The 10% off Coupon Code is 
OpAnalytics10

https://www.iise.org/TrainingCenter/CourseDetail/?EventCode=OAO

